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Address in Honor of Viktor Hamburger
JOHANNES H O L T F R E T E R

Department of Biology, University of Rochester, Rochester, N. Y.

This, the 27th Symposium of our Society has been dedicated to our
distinguished colleague, Viktor Hamburger, who shortly will round
out his 68th year of* age.
There are probably not many in this audience who know that Viktor
Hamburger was president of this Society 18 years ago. But I am sure
all of you are aware that we are honoring in him a scholar who for four
decades has been one of the most solid and enduring pillars of our
science, Developmental Biology. In the name of our Society let me
express to you, Viktor, our happiness and pride to see you in our midst,
to behold you, not as a legendary figure, but as a person who to all
appearances will remain hale and hearty, creative and young in spirit
for many years to come.
As his oldest friend and comrade-in-arms I have been asked to say
a few words appropriate for this occasion. This is indeed an honorable
assignment but also a delicate one. Viktor and I are not in the habit
of complimenting each other on our respective virtues and achieve
ments. Seeing him right in front of me, I have not the heart to embar
rass him by launching into an appraisal of all the achievements, scien
tific and otherwise, that go to the credit of my esteemed friend. So I
shall refrain from discussing Viktor's scientific work. Instead I shall
ramble along in a personal, chatty fashion, talking only of the olden
times when both of us started out in our careers as students of biology
at the small and old-fashioned universities of Germany. This was just
about 50 years ago.
Viktor's life has had its full share of trials and tribulations. Born at
the very beginning of this century in Silesia, then a province of Ger
many, he was fated to grow up in a country which during that period
was undergoing catastrophic upheavals. One of the eventual conse
quences of this national drama was that Silesia became part of Poland,
and another one that, shortly before the Nazis gained full power, Vik
tor Hamburger had to take refuge in this country, and had to struggle
for a new existence for himself and his family.
In his childhood, the political sky of Germany was all blue and
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radiant. The comfort, the optimism, and the sense of security of the
Wilhelminic era pervaded the home of his parents. Then came the
First World War, followed by the collapse of the German empire, by
revolution, terror, and chaos, and a breakdown of the whole economic
system. In the wake of these events many of the traditional ideologies
and norms of conduct disintegrated.
This postwar turmoil lasted for many years, reaching another climax
in the early 1920's, which was the time when Hamburger and I worked
in Freiburg on our doctor's theses. Food, little as there was, was then
still strictly rationed. Prices climbed to astronomic heights. Those who
had no recourse to the black market, like Spemann and his family,
suffered severe malnutrition. Some of us students roamed the country
side in search of potatoes, chestnuts, and other edibles to fill our
hungry stomachs. Germany had become a vast slum area with all the
social tensions and depraving aspects that go with it.
These were the breeding grounds for political fanatics, the times
when the ruthless fights for power between Communists and the
ascendant Nazi party increasingly dominated and terrorized all other
activities of the population. The less militant minds took refuge in a
number of ideologies that were primarily concerned with consoling
the mind and soul of the individual. All sorts of cults and sects made
their appearance. The world of art erupted with revolutionary new
forms of expression which shocked rather than elated most of the
contemporaries. Those who took to philosophy tended to adopt a
sardonic or a resigned and pessimistic Weltanschauung. The works of
Nietzsche, of Schopenhauer, and of Oswald Spengler were in great
demand.
But we had our own prophets at the philosophical faculty of the
almâ mater in Freiburg. They were Professors Husserl and Heidegger,
the founders of Phenomenology, a philosophic creed that had much
in common with that of the subsequent French school of Existential
ists. Viktor and I attended one or another of the seminars held by
these eminent men, but to me their philosophy seemed quite abstruse,
dry and dreary, and I believe Viktor was not attracted by it either.
At any rate, the conceptual approaches to life that were taught by
these professors appeared unprofitable to us, the students of biology.
We already had read enough about the concepts and methods of ex
perimental biology to be able to realize that just to take the broad,
overt phenomena for what they are, or seem to be, might be a fine
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thing to do for the artist, or the contemplative philosopher, or even
the old-fashioned naturalist, but this would not be the proper attitude
to please our master, Hans Spemann. For we were expected to analyze,
to look below the surface of the phenomena and to unravel and
rationalize the processes that produced them.
This, then, became our arduous endeavor—we are still at it. We
managed more or less successfully to keep our work undisturbed by
humanity's strife and struggle around us and proceeded to study the
plants and animals; and particularly, the secrets of amphibian devel
opment. Here at least, in the realm of undespoiled Nature, everything
seemed to be peaceful and in perfect order. It was from our growing
intimacy with the inner harmony, the meaningfulness, the integration,
and interdependence of the structures and functions as we observed
them in dumb creatures that we derived our own philosophy of life.
It has served us well in this continuously troublesome world. As Viktor
has put it recently: "Our real teacher always has been and still is the
embryo—who is incidentally the only teacher who is always right."
But it was beyond the confines of the laboratory, in the serene splen
dor of Freiburg's environment, that life celebrated itself more abun
dantly. Outside there beckoned the wide and luscious plains of the
Rhine valley, and the solitude of the Black Forest, with its mountains
rising to majestic heights. Out there we went almost every weekend
hiking, skiing, or, when spring came, catching the precious Tritönchens
whose eggs were the objects or, rather, the instigators of our studies—
indeed, the makers of our careers.
Sometimes one of our teachers went along with us. The most rugged
outdoor enthusiast of them was Fritz Baltzer. He outdid all of us in
the art of skiing, until one day he had a terrible accident which almost
cost him his life. But I am happy to report that, at the age of 84,
Baltzer is still his old indomitable self, though not quite as rugged
anymore. It seems that, to Viktor, there is little else as gratifying these
days as to make a pilgrimage to Baltzer, the dear old wizard in the
Swiss mountains. And while on his tour, Viktor likes to pay his homage
to the other grand old men living thereabouts, to Karl von Frisch,
Alfred Kühn, and Konrad Lorenz.
Before Hamburger settled down in Freiburg, he studied at the
universities of Breslau and Heidelberg. In Breslau there was Profes
sor Diirken who later wrote a sort of textbook on Experimental Em
bryology (1929). The factual contributions that Diirken has made to
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our science have not held up very well, but there is one point to his
lasting credit: in a roundabout way, Diirken had a hand in putting
Hamburger on the road to neuroembryology. I shall come back to this
point in a short while.
In Heidelberg there were two scientists of greater stature: Hans
Driesch and Curt Herbst. Along with Wilhelm Roux, Hans Spemann,
and Ross G. Harrison these men tower as the founding fathers of
modern embryology. Dr. Hamburger remembers Driesch as a kind
person who- lectured with professorial dignity on the Philosophie des
Organischen. In Hamburger's writings there are no indications that he
fell for Driesch's entelechy and that he ever questioned the fruitfulness
of the analytic method. Yet in these writings we occasionally discern
faint echos of the holistic spirit which animated all the pioneers in our
field. To them it was not the parts of the organism—tissues, cells or, in
the last resort, molecules—that determine the orderly patterns of
development, but it was the exigences of the preexisting and emerging
order of the organism as a whole which controlled the operations of
the parts. Even those among the contemporary molecular biologists
who do not share this philosophy, and bestow primacy on the mole
cules, must concede that their experimental data are significant only
to the extent that they can be meaningfully related to the macroscopic
manifestations of the undismembered organism.
It cannot be said that Herbst has markedly affected Hamburger's
lines of research. Just the same, let us honor Herbst as having been the
first who systematically studied the effects of externally applied salts
and other chemicals upon development (sea urchin) and sex deter
mination (BonelUa). And we should not forget that, long before it
became fashionable to disaggregate embryos and tissues, it was Herbst
who discovered the trick of dissociating sea urchin blastomeres by
means of calcium-free seawater.
In Heidelberg, Viktor also met his aunt, Clara Hamburger, who
worked on protozoa. And among the students of about his age there
was Walter Landauer. It was not until many years later, in America,
that the paths of these two men crossed again, when both became
involved in the developmental troubles of the "Creeper fowl." To
check up on the nature of these troubles, which had nearly become
a private obsession of Landauer, Hamburger employed the trans
plantation method which he had developed while working in F. R.
Lillie's laboratory in Chicago.
The Freiburg Institute of Zoology was a small place. It was presided
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over by Herrn Geheimrat Professor Dr. Spemann, who, as the chair
man, or Ordinarius, was the only staff member who enjoyed a full
professorship. The other members were Doctors Baltzer, Otto Man
gold, and Geinitz whose main function was to supervise the two lab
courses that were regularly offered—the Grosse and the Kleine Praktikum. Of these three men only Baltzer was "habilitated," which means
that he had acquired the privilege of giving formal lectures. At one
time, I remember, Baltzar lectured on everything that was known of
the frog. His audience consisted of some six to eight students. This
number comprised all the students of the department who were work
ing on their doctor's theses.
Sporadically we encountered a free-wheeling Privatdozent, a rather
pathetic figure who was entitled to lecture but had no job at the
university—and never got one. It was quite in tune with his sad fate,
and the bad times in general, that his lectures dealt with the cruelties
and sorrows in Nature. He told us many stories about the lions and
the lambs, about the big ones eating the small ones, about the vicious
female spiders and scorpions which devour their helpless husbands,
and so on. And he knew of one critter—I don't remember, was it a
grasshopper or a caterpillar?—anyway, this one had the suicidal habit
of devouring himself. Chewing up first his tail end, he ate his way
through to the head until nothing was left but his sorrow. But cruel
as students can be, we made the whole affair still more sad by dropping
out of this lecture and leaving the poor Privatdozent without an audi
ence ( and without an income ).
Spemann had only contempt for this man. Spemann, the great scien
tist, was not very charitable. And he was not a naturalist. I dare say
he knew so little about classification and behavior of animals that he
had difficulties in distinguishing between a hawk and a dove. As the
Ordinarius, Spemann had the prerogative to deliver year after year
the Grosse Hauptvorlesung—General Zoology. In these lectures, which
were well attended, mainly by pre-meds, Spemann devoted himself
almost exclusivelly to comparative anatomy, making only brief excur
sions into the fields of embryology, cytology, and even into Mendelian
genetics.
In terms of instruction, this was all that was offered at the Freiburg
Institute. By modern standards, this was very little indeed. The fare
was hardly richer at most of the other zoological institutes in Germany.
I should add, however, that although we were not required to do so,
we did attend a great variety of courses offered in other departments.
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Among them were courses in botany, physiology, chemistry, physics,
literature, and—not to forget—Chinese art. It was from those days on
that Viktor nurtured a keen interest in oriental art. This stood him well
when, a few years ago, he visited Japan. There he was feted through
out the country and even had the great honor of being received by his
Majesty the Emperor, a biologist himself.
But if it has to be admitted that neither Viktor nor I have had much
of a formal instruction in biology, it must also be understood that it
could not have been otherwise. In those days practically all the cur
rently flourishing branches of experimental biology were still in their
infancy. Some of them, such as molecular biology, were not even
dreamed of. Neither genetics nor analytic embryology had attained
sufficient stature to be considered disciplines of their own, deserving
to be taught as special courses at the universities. We never even
attended a course in descriptive embryology. Thus it happened, that
only after we had moved to this country, Viktor in 1932 and I in 1946,
we had to learn the fundamentals of embryology, because each of us
was faced with the obligation to teach a course in it. Only then did we
make our first acquaintance with the chick embryo. To Viktor this
must have been a most endearing encounter, for from that moment on
he forsook the amphibians and has ever since remained faithful to the
chick. It appears that in this conversion Ben Willier played the role of
a godfather.
But before concluding this tale I must give you some idea of the
activities of Spemann's Doctoranten, those who spent all day, and
sometimes nights, on their thesis work. Apart from Viktor and me
there were Else Wessel who later married Herrmann Bautzmann,
Hilde Pröschold who married Otto Mangold, Alfred Marx, and a few
others whose names have not entered the literature. When, several
years later, Viktor returned to Freiburg, then as a staff member, he
met at the same institute two persons, known to you, who also have
found their luck in this country: Oscar Schotte and Salome Glücksohn,
now Salome Waelsch.
Except for Viktor who experimented on Rana tadpoles, all the rest
worked on the gastrula of Triturus. We were fortunate insofar as there
existed hardly any literature in our field which had to be read. Fur
thermore, there were no grades to work for. Those were the traditionhallowed times of "academic freedom" when, for better or the worse,
the student was all on his own, guided and guarded only by his own
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demon. There were no prescribed study programs, no advisors, no
quizzes or examinations of any kind and, hence, no dean's records of
the academic performance of the students. Also unknown were
bachelor's and master's degrees. All the students were just "students,"
and with hardly any exception they were bachelors, in the sense that
they were unmarried. The aspiring young scholars were not pressured
to hurry up with their studies, or to publish preliminary reports in
order to win the race for priority.
Halcyon days, forever gone, even in Germany. . . . However, we, the
Doktoranten, had worries of our own. At that time, the methods of
raising the operated embryos under sterile conditions, and of using
appropriate culture media, were still unknown. Therefore much of our
labor was in vain because most of our embryos decomposed shortly
after they had been operated on. We employed the microsurgical
methods invented by Spemann, but alas, he himself was a remote
person. His own laboratory was a sanctum which none of us ever
entered. It appears that during our times at Freiburg Spemann did not
experiment himself. It was only at rare intervals that he approached
our desk and took a look at our cemetery. Then he was usually sur
prised at what we were doing. He was not inclined to discuss scientific
matters with his disciples.
Until there came the great event: one of the disciples, Hilde
Pröschold, discovered the organizer. She had been given the assign
ment to repeat an experiment which Spemann had made before
(1918), namely to transplant the blastoporal lip of a gastrula into a
different site of another gastrula. Spemann obtained certain results
that could not be readily explained, in part because the fate maps of
W. Vogt were not yet available. But Hilde's results left no doubt about
the amazing inductive capacities of the blastoporal lip. Her paragon
embryo, UM 132b, has been reproduced in almost every textbook on
embryology. When, in 1935, Spemann won the Nobel prize, Hilde had
been dead for many years.
The subject of Viktor's thesis work was actually outside Spemann's
field of interest. It was taken from Dürken's domain. Dürken had
reported that when in a young tadpole one eye is removed, malforma
tions of the outgrowing hindlimbs often resulted. A strange affair!
But when Hamburger repeated this experiment, he obtained similar
results. No satisfactory explanation could be offered for this puzzle
and, as far as I know, it has remained a puzzle to this day.
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At any rate, on the basis of this work, Viktor Hamburger was
awarded the doctoral degree, and since he was a distinguished scholar
already in those days, he obtained it summa cum laude ( 1924 ). Let it
be recorded that when, a few months later, it was my turn to take the
doctor's examen, I passed it just so-so. This, then, was the only examen
which either of us had to take during our six years of university
attendance.
To have a Ph.D. degree did not mean that one could look with con
fidence into, the future. At the small German universities only very few
openings were offered in the course of years; there were no grants or
fellowships available; and it was not customary for a doctor-father to
help his pupils to find a paid position. Hamburger had to wait for two
years until he found a job: Otto Mangold—who meanwhile had be
come the head of a department at the Kaiser-Wilhelm Institut of
Biology in Berlin-Dahlem—invited him to become his assistant ( 1926 ).
Always a few steps behind Viktor, I succeeded him two years later in
the same position, when he was called back to Freiburg. (If it had
not been for this opening left by his departure, I would probably not
have become an embryologist. )
The Dahlem Institute provided the most ideal conditions for re
search. Not only Spemann (1914-1919) and Mangold (1926-1933),
but also Hamburger (1926-1927) and I (1928-1933) spent there the
most fruitful years of scientific activity. Nowhere in the world could
one find such a concentration of great scientists as within the one
cluster of institutes of the Kaiser-Wilhelm Society (now Max Planck
Society) in Berlin-Dahlem. In our times the Institute of Biology har
bored the already famous Professors Carl Correns, Richard Goldschmidt, Max Hartmann and Otto Meyerhof; and among the bright
and ambitious fledglings there were the Doctors Karl Belar, Curt
Stern, Joachim Hämmerling, Hans Bauer, and Mathilde Hertz. Under
Mangold's care there labored the two promising Doktoranten Char
lotte Auerbach and H. Bytinski-Salz; and he had a young technician
whose potentials were not fully realized by us at that time: Dietrich
Bodenstein.
Next to the Institute of Biology there were the quarters of the great
chemist Fritz Haber, known as the nitrogene-Prometheus. Farther on
was the stronghold of Otto Warburg where Hans Krebs, Fritz Lippmann and Hans Gaffron officiated as "Assistants." And there were other
illustrious stars and their satellites, the most luminous of whom were
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of course Albert Einstein and Max Planck—although we did not see
much of them. I may close the list with Otto Hahn and Lise Meitner
who in one of the institutes of the K.W.G. developed the theoretical
principles for the construction of the atom bomb; but this was a few
years after we had left idyllic Dahlem.
To breathe the same air with so many geniuses was surely a more
inspiring experience to a young man with talent than any amount of
institutionalized "training" could provide. Surely, it is not book-wisdom
and not university courses, but the live example of dedicated scientists
which breeds more scientists.
Viktor Hamburger caught the spirit of the place. It was in Dahlem
where he laid the foundations for his subsequent work on the develop
mental and functional interactions between the central nervous system
and the peripheral appendices. In a prophetic vein he wrote, in 1928,
an essay that contains almost the whole range of problems, the solution
of which was to become the work of his lifetime, a work which elevated
him to the lordship of a new province—neuroembryology.
If, in conclusion, and as his old friend, I may be permitted to say
something about his personality, I would characterize him as a gothic,
not a romantic, type. He is lean and clean—if you know what I mean.
He is ascetic and chaste, simple and yet discriminate in his taste.
There are no fancies and fads that attract him, no hobbies nor pets
that distract him. The principal beneficiaries of his affection are his
daughters, Doris and Carola, and their families. His success in science
can be mainly ascribed to the efficiency of his cerebral system, which
must be unusually well differentiated and organized in order to ac
count for the steady flow of intellectual output that has been recorded.
This system also is highly adjustable to strain and stress. We know that
under the impact of even excessive environmental overloads, the multi
tude of neuronic messages which incessantly sweep over Viktor's brain
are never garbled and that there is no danger of a blowout of the
synaptic fuses. Order and discipline have prevailed throughout his life.
Self-critical, and stern with himself, he is said to be demanding and
critical to his pupils—streng aber gerecht, as we would say in German.
But hidden behind the austere facade there dwells a compassionate
heart. He is unselfish and unfailingly decent, and is as faithful to his
aims as he is modest in his claims. May the characteristics and noble
qualities of our guest of honor pervade all of us!

